
Writing: Body paragraph

Paragraph formats
● Deductive میاداولاصلیحرف-جزبھکلاز
● Conclusive میزندسرآخررااصلیحرف-کلبھجزاز

Paragraph components:
● Main idea استخبریجملھدویایکدرپاراگراف،اصلیایده
● Developing sentences موضوعتشریحوتوضیح

○ In other words
○ In fact

● Supporting sentences ارقاموآمار/مثال/نمونھ
○ For example
○ Take as an example
○ According to a research carried out by the university of …. In …..

● Main idea One of the main reasons to create heavy traffic in big cities seems the
increasing number of cars taken to the city center every day.

● Developing sentences
○ In other words In other words in a family with four adults, there are almost four

cars which are taken to the streets on weekdays, which would cause our streets
to overcrowded and consequently, more time is wasted every day in traffic jams.

○ In fact
● Supporting sentences

○ For example
○ Take as an example
○ According to a research carried out by university of …. In ….. According to a

2021 research carried out by Tehran university, almost 85 % of cars in city center
cary only one passenger, the driver in fact.   Most of them would not share the
car with their family member.

● Main idea and one of the main problems that exist is the inefficiency of the public
transportation system, which causes more people to use their private cars and make
traffic in big cities more complicated.

● Developing sentences
○ In other words
○ In fact In fact, there are many people who want to use public transport instead of

private vehicles, but because of the many problems they have, including the
dirtiness and more breakdowns of busses and trains, people would have no
choice but use their own cars.

● Supporting sentences



○ For example, my brother and I used to take public transportation like busses and
trains to go to university, but these days in order to be on time to work, we have
to take our private cars to work and ignore traffic jams, lack of parking space, etc.

○
○ Take as an example
○ According to a research carried out by university of …. In …..

● Main idea: However, There are some practical solutions that can help reduce the
number of cars on streets in megacities.

● Develop sentence: In fact, any improvement in the public transportation system
encourages people to use public vehicles instead of private cars.

● Supporting sentences
○ For example: increasing the number of busses as well as more modern air

conditioned vehicles would make our travels faster and more comfortable.
○ Take as an example
○ According to a research carried out by university of …. In …..

By doing this, ( خوبنتیجھ ), most wise citizens would choose public transportation and reduce
traffic jams.
In addion, higher tax on private cars would make using them uneconomical. So People would
use their cars only for emergencies or at weekends.

—----------------------------

It is globally experienced that ……
No one can deny the fact that….

—-----------------


